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NEXT WEEKLY
(WINCHESTER'S)
APRIL 18

Dick Winchester Elected Weekly Editor
Deltas' Cake Sales
Yield $130 for C.C.
by Ismar Schorsch '57
Opening night of the Campus
Chest Drive, Delta Pi Sigma fraternity pledged a $100 donation.
Two week-ends ago the fraternity
raised the money through a series
of successful cake sales at Ursinus,
Royersford, Pottstown and Conshohocken. The climax came the
past Monday morning as Noble
Smith, Delta's vice-president, handed to Dick Winchester, the Drive's
chairman, a cneck of $130.57 in the
name of the fraternity.
The sales had begun Friday at
noon as the brothers sold their attractive baked goods to Ursinus
students outside Freeland. For
thirty minutes brownies, cupcakes,
cookies, pies and cakes passed over
the counters as campus students
willingly and generously supported
the worthy cause. That night the
brothers moved their equipment
and pastry to Royersford and
Pottstown to continue the gala sale
and Saturday morning the work
and the sale came to a successful
conclusion at Conshohocken.
This project for the Campus
Chest is another in a continuous
program of service by the fraternity. Delta Pi Sigma wishes to extend
its thanks to all those who were
an integral part of the project's
success. The day-student girls who
baked and donated many of the
delicious cakes and the many campus students who so heartlly bought
them all were reasonable for the
final total of $130.57. Originally
the fraternity had pledged only
$100 with the stipulation that anything made over that figure in the
cake sales would also be given to
the charity drive. Your firm support made this stipulation a reality.
Delta Pi Sigma thanks you.

Beta Sig Adds Dance Cash
To Campus Chest Drive
Benevolence on the part of out.standing fraternities on the Ursinus College campus is very apparent this year. Already there has
been a $1,000 scholarship fund estabUshed by the brothers of Sigma
Rho Lambda, a $130.57 donation to
the Campus Chest by the brothers
of Delt.a Pi Sigma, and now the
Beta Slgma Lambda fraternity has
turned the procee(ls of a dance it
(Continued on page 6)
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, pring Coronation" heme
Of Junior Prom, April 22
Royalty is coming to Sunnybrook
on April 22nd. The Junior Prom
Queen and her court will reign over
the U.C. kingdom. The evening will
be surrounded by an air of royalty
as Phil How and Jo Ann Myers
have gone to great lengths on
decorations. The theme of Spring
Coronation will be supported by
page-boys and courtiers-a royal
ball.
.
Another crowning point of the
evening will be the announcement
of the Cub and Key selections. The
outstanding Junior men will be
tapped to take up the duties of the
Cub and Key Honor Society.
The music for the Spring Coronation will be that of Dick Bruce
and his Royal-Aires. His recordings
are very good, and he wlll provide
a lery pleasant evening of dancing.
"Oeneral Chairman, Harvey Levin,
recommends all to obtain their
Prince or Princess Charming before' the big rush for' the Spring
Coronation.
BOBBE BUNT TO SPEAK WED. AT
MORNING WATCH SERVICE
This Wednesday morning after
breakfast S.W.C. will sponsor another Morning Watch Service which
wm be led by Bobbe Hunt; the
theme is "The Temptations of
Christ." There will also be Morning
Watch Services every morning of
Holy Week; on Monday, Aprll 4th,
Fred Kurkowski will lead; on
Tuesday, Aprll 5th, John Hottenstein; on Wednesday, April 6th,
Edwin Mack; and on Thursday,
April 7th, Dick Winchester. The
themes for these services are "The
Events of the Holy Week". All are
lDvlted to attend.

Staff to be Announced;
Feature on Page 2

May Day Tryouts
Begin Tomorrow

Student Union
Furnished

Mass tryouts for May Day dances
Furniture for the new student are scheduled fQr tomorrow and
union in the basement of Bomberg- I Wednesday at. 3: 15 p.m. in the T-G
Gym. Mary GIllespie, general maner Hall was recently chosen by ager, and Nan Bergmann, dance
Robin Blood, representing the chairman, urge all women students I
women of Ursinus, Larry Zartman to attend these tryouts. A list of I
representing the Ursinus men, and the committee members has been I
Dr. Donald Helfferich representing placed in each of the women's
the administration. The committee dotmitories.
I
was allowed ' $1,000 for furnishings
Solo and duet dance tryouts for
and it chose three groupings of the pageant were held on Friday.
modern furniture.
The solos are Daintilee by Jane
To the r~ght as one comes in the . Embery and Tlffytaff by Sue JUs- \
door to the student union will be Itice. Scheduled pantomimes are
several pieces of walnut furniture Popalyno, Ginny Stecker; Kappy,
with a light finish. Along the right Shirley Walton, and Lilli, Marilyn
wall will be an end table with a I Kuebler. Dolls of all nations will
captain's chair on either side. To I be: China, Betty Tayes and Mary
the left in this section of the room Lou Adam; Holland, Joan Bradley
Dick Winchester
will be a large table with two side and Joan Clement; Scotland, Robin
chairs and two captain's chairs Blood and Em Hallman; Russia,
around it.
Diane Arms and Sue LaFevre;
Behind the divider and to the Hawaii, Charlene Koyanagi; Spain,
right will be three grey sofas, a Gail Coombe and Carol Loper; Ausred plaid chair, a cocktail table and tria, Merle Syvertsen and Georgia
a side table. The furniture in this Thomas; France, Reggie Cairo and
Mr. Charles Walker of the Felgrouping will be made of tubular Mary Jo Turtzo.
steel.
Leaders of the group dances lowship of Reconciliation spoke last
To the left as one enters the stu - have also been chosen. They are: Wednesday to the World Relateddent union will be a walnut love- Clock Dancers, Betty Tayes; Jack- ness. Commission and others \,:hO
seat covered with yellow fabric, a in-the-Boxes, Nesta Lewis and were interested on the topic, "Is
matching chair, an end table and Ricky Bauser; Invaders from out Human Nature Capable of Peace?"
In his speech Mr. Walker pointe:d
another captain's chair. There is of Space, Bobbe Hunt and Gwen
a built-in-bench in this part of the Bream; Wooden Soldiers, Jane out that the period from 1815 to
student union and there will be a Frew; Sailors, Joan Higgins; Cats, 1914 proved that human nature
Sue Justice and Reggie Cairo; Band was not incapable of peace, for
large drum table in front of that.
A small section in the left rear Instruments, Nan Bergmann; May- there was no maj or war anywhere
of the student union will not· be pole, Mary Franz and June Barron. in the world. Then the First World
furnished at this time. The room
At a meeting of the Grounds War erupted which was conceded
will be opened to students as soon Committee on Thursday night afterwards by the countries to have
as the furniture arrives.
Chairman Diane Helker explained resulted from serious diplomatic
the scenery plans for the May Day blunders. Men swore against and
Pageant. Anyone who has any sug- crusaded against war. A short pergestions for the grounds should iod of peace was ended by the Second World War. Many persons becontact her.
gan thinking that an absence of

I

i

Pre-Medical Society
Hears Alumni

Philadelphia plastic surgeons, Dr.
Clifford Thoroughgood, a staff surgeon at the Hahnemann Medical
College Hospital, and his assistant
Dr. Steven Arventis, who is a resident surgeon at the same hospital,
jointly presented a discussion and
demonstration of the
current
methods of reconstructive plastic
surgery to the Brownback-Anders
Pre-Medical Society last Monday
evening. Among the many phases
of the specialty which were considered, the reconstructive work for
congenital cleft palates and for
.third degree burns stood as outstanding examples of Dr. Thoroughgood's fine work. It was noted that
much of the latter's experience was
gained by extensive work during
the Second World War when he
served as an Army plastic surgeon
in Government hospitals.
Dr.
Thoroughgood pOinted out that
many of the advancements in his
specialty were made in Army hospitals, but that one of the best
techniques of facial reconstruction
used today was perfected in Renaissance Italy.
The next meeting of the SOCiety
will be in the evening of April 11.
Plans for this meeting will be announced at a future date.

Esperanto Course Scheduled
For Post-Spring Vacation
Dr. Allan Rice has just announced that he will instruct a class in
Esperanto, a universal neutral language, beginning after the Spring
vacatioh. The course will be conducted one hour per week and the
time is to be arranged. Esperanto is
a no charge, no credit course.
All those interested in signing up
for the course leave a slip of paper
containing a list of the student's
free afternoon hours at the Registrar's Office.
T):1e one set of books used for
this course will have to be ordered
directly from the Esperanto Library, Middleton, Wisconsin. The
price of the set is one dollar.
Esperanto was invented by Dr.
Zamenhof, of Bialystok, Poland, in
1888. Poland at that time was divided among Germany, Russia, and
Austria, and Dr. Zamenhof wanted
a neutral language to avoid contlicts between the different nationalities.
Dr. Rice says that Esperanto is a
language with "sixteen rules and
no exceptions".

Mr. Charles Walker
Speaks to W.R.C.

Richard C. Winchester '57 has
been chosen as Editor-in-Chief of
next year's Weekly newspaper publications. Dick is a Sophomore history major, preparing for the ministry. His hometown is Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
Dick has the distinction of being treasurer for three organizations-the Sophomore Class, the
'1955 Campus Chest Campaign, and
the newly organized Boy Scout
Fraternity, Alpha Phi Omega. In
addition, Dick is co-chairman of
the YM-YWCA Membership Committee. His other activities include
the band and Sigma Rho Lambda
Fraternity. Dick spends summers
working to defray expenses for
college. Last summer he packed
Aristocra t and Dolly Madison Ice
Cream at the Philadelphia Dairy
Co. Here at school he frequently
subs in the kitchen.
The Editorial Staff of next year's
Weekly will be approved by the
faculty Board of Control next
week and announced in the April
18th issue of the Weekly.
Dick stated, "I am deeply honored yet greatly surprised at having
been offered the position of Weekly
editor. With the aid of an inspired
staff I hope to put out a first-rate
newspaper".

"Progressive Jazz"
Next Music Seminar

"Early American Music" was the
topic discussed by Miss Marion
Spangler, of Studio Cottage, at the
first YM-YWCA Music Seminar,
Wednesday evening, March 16, at
8 :00 o'clock in Bomberger Chapel.
Miss Spangler classified American music in three divisions-folk
Play Plans Announced;
(Continued on page 6)
music, composed music and popular music. The musical heritage
Group Productions Progress
brought by the Pilgrims to America
was of two kinds-madrigals and
The Curtain Club has announced,
church music. The latter type inthat plans for the spring play, "My
cludes Gregorian chants, meaieval
Three Angels", have been completed. The leads were chosen; John
Opening of the recently redecor- counterpOint and hymns.
Miss Spangler highlighted her
Conti, Allen Frank and Walter ated Rec Center has been tentative(Continued on pag~ 6)
Montgomery are the three that ly set for April 4 when the "Y" will
were selected to share the spot- sponsor an open house.
"THE TERRmLE MEEK" TO BE
light. The play, which will be pre"Y" members painted the rec
PRESENTED ON APRIL 5
se~ted on May Day Week-end, will center according to a yellow, brown
have for its student director, Wayne and green color scheme drawn up
The Terrible Meek, a one-act
Millward. Jean Moore was chosen by the architect who planned the play with a Lenten theme, will be
to be business manager, and John student union. New light fixtures presented Tuesday, April 5, in the
Hottenstein was selected to be the have been installed and drapes are Thompson-Gay Gymnasium at
stage manager. Rehearsals will be- being made. Placing of imitation either 8:00 or 8:30 o'clock. The
gin soon.
knotty pine boards on the walls will play is a presentation with the
Plans for "Lithuania" Completed complete the "Y's" decorating joint cooperation of the Student
Plans for the group production of plans.
Worship Commission of the YM"Lithuania" also have been comThe group bought eight card YWCA and the Curtain Club.
pleted; Whitey Wright and Dot tables and thirty-two chairs to
The characters-Mary, Mother of
Patterson will co-direct. The play pla~e in the ReC' Center. All ne~ God; a peasant soldier; and a
will feature Frank Brown, Nancy eqUIpment was also purchased. ThIS centurion-will be acted by Helen
Bergmann, Nancy Strode, Dick includes darts, pingpong sets, chess stevenson, Bob Engle and Larry
Hector, Bill Tull, and Jack Wester- games, checker .games. and .cards. , Foard, all '57. Frank Brown '56 is
hoff. The tentative day of producSeveral magaZInes WIll be In the directing the play.
tion is April 12. The club urges that Rec Center for student use. The "Y" I '
students tryout for group III and bulletin board will be moved to the FRESHMEN PLAN FOR DANCE
IV one-act productions. Announce- Rec Center, and the television set
ON APRIL 29 IN T-G GYM
ments will be made at a later date. will be there as usual.
.--The "Y" hopes that students will
Freshman Dance will take place
Debators Split Four Meets
take care of the Rec Center now April 29 in the T-G Gym. The comit has been redecorated. Snuf- mittee for this dance will be apWith St. Josephs, Haverford that
fing cigarettes on the floor and pointed at the class meeting toLast week victory became a more mistreating the equipment should morrow. These facts were announccommon word in Ursinus debating be avoided, according to Jack Mat- ed by Robert Gilgore, president of
circles as the local team split four laga, president of YMCA. All pur- the freshman class at a recent
debates, two each with St. Josephs chases were made out of "Y" funds. meeting of the executive committee.
and Haverford.
Following the
double win at Immaculata the previous week, Dr. Kershner's orators
engaged st. Josephs Monday evenSororities
Fraternities
ing in Philadelphia. The affirmative
by Hazel Oklno '56
by Dave Subin '57
team of Noble Smith and Jim Morris, returning after a mid-season
Easter parties are being planned.. Alpha Ph~ ~p~ilon will hold their
layoff, won their debate. The Ur- by several of the sororities. Alpha' Informal imtIatIOn o~ April 20-26.
sinus negative team of Ann Leger Sigma Nu's annual Easter party for i Formal initiation will follow ..
and Donna Speicher lost their conThe brothers of Beta SIgma
the children of the Rivercrest Pre- Lambda wish to thank all those
test.
Two nights later at Haverford ventorium will be on Wednesday who supported their dance on FriSmith and Morris debated again; afternoon, April 16, on the grounds day night. The proceeds will go to
but this time lost. However, the of the Preventorium. Tau Sig Sor- the Campus Chest Drive.
negative team of Dave Hudnut and ority will be hostess to approxiSigma Rho Lambda Fraternity
Ismar Schorsch took an impressive mately forty children from the Ihas established their schedule for
win over some eloquent Haverford Salvation Army in Pottstown. The I the remainder of the school year.
opposition.
egg hunt and party will be on Sat- The second week of April will feaIt is interesting to note that the urday morning, April 16.
.
ture an informal initiation dinner
early season reverses and continuInformal initiation for the new for all new members. The annual
ous practice are now producing Sigma Nu sisters will be tomorrow dinner dance will be held May 20
their dividends. Organization, de- evening, at 8:30, in the Girls' Day at the Doylestown Country Club.
livery, and argument are improv- Study. Their annual dinner-dance Most of the new members are
ing. In the debates of Smith and will be held on April 29 at the making plans for their three-day
Morris the clarity of organization Phoenixville Country Club.
trips, an initiation requirement.
was the object of praise, while
KDK members are planning a The Fraternity wishes to congratuHudnut and Schorsch exhibited joint party with Delta Pi Sigma at late brother "Rock" Usher '58 on
good delivery and sound reasoning. the Bridge Hotel on Tuesday, his recent pinning to his. offMarch 2"2.
campus eye-catcher.
(ContlDued on pase ')

Rec Center Opening
I
Planned for Apri 4

....

FRATERNITY

I'

ROW
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THE URSINUS WEEKLY

EDITORIALS

A Glimpse of the
Editor in an
Off Moment

MONDAY, MARCH 21,1955

THE URSINUS WEEKLY

E DITOR-IN-CHIEF .......... . ............ . ................... Roland DedeJdnd '55
Tlli s is the issue in which the retiring editor and staff wish good
luck to the incoming editor and staff- Good luck, Winch!
~:J1~~1~¥ ~~;~OGl}N·ci · E·i>iTOR · :: :::: :: : :::::::: :::::: : ::: :: :: ..~~~lje\.~a~~I~ :g~
New
NEWS EDITOR .... .. . ... . .... . ........ . ............. . ... )'f argaret A. Kramer '66
Many thanks also go to this year's staff- to the business and
F E A TURE EDITQR . .. .. ... .. ... .. ..... .. . . . . .. .. ...... . .......... George Paut'f '66
SPORTS EDITOR .. ... .. . . ... ..... . .. . ......... .. ..... . .. .. .. Ric hard Bowman '56
circulation managers, to the small Friday afternoon group in the
COpy EDITOR . . .... . ......... . . ... .. .. ..... . . . . . ... . .. .. . .... .. .. H a zel Oklno '56
Weekly office, to all the writers, and to that countless group which
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR .... . . . ... .. ........ .. . . .. .. .... .. .. . ... Ann Wertz '66
ASSISTANT FEATURE EDITOR . .. . .. . ..... . . . . . ... . ...... . .. .. Louise White '66
the reading public never hears about.
Richard C. Winchester, a soph ASSISTANT
SPORTS EDITOR . . .. . .... . . ........... .. ........ Cons ta nce Cross '57
Thanks to everyone who had a hand in putting out this years history major from Philadelphia, ASSISTANT COpy EDITOR ... ... . ........ . ... .. . ... . .... : . Marll)tn H e rrmann '56
PROOFREADER ........ .. ... . . . . ... ... . .. .... : ... . . . .. ... . .. ..... . Hope Cotturn '56
Weekly.
stood looking absently from a long, BUSINESS
MANAGER ... . ..... ... ... ...... . . . ... . .... . .... . .. Willi a m Sourher '66
thin bamboo pole to the top of the BUSINESS SECRETARY
... . ..... . . . . . .. .. ..... . .. . . . . . . . .. . . K a thryn F e ucht '55
But the 1955-56 st aff wlll have quite a job. They will have to find windows in the T-G gym. The CIRCULATION MANAGER .. .... . ... . . . . .. : ., .. . .................. Ca rol Krohn '57
CARTOONIST
..
.
..
...
.
...
... . . .... .. . . , . ..... . ...... ... ....... Will iam Wright '65
some way to stir up interest in a paper that few people know was decorating for the Soph Dance was TYPIST . . . ..... .. ..... . .. . .....
. . ... . . . .. .. .. . .... . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . Ga ll Coombe '57
so close to being suspended. Another year like this one and the fall gOing on.
ACTING FACULTY ADVISOR ... .. . . .. . .. . .. .. ..... . .......... . Geoffrey Dolman
STAFF - Elsie Belz '56, Ca rl Smith '55, H a rold Sm ith '55, D a vid Garllch '55,
"We decorating", he said matter- NEWS
of 1957 may find Ursinus without a newspaper.
Georgia Thomas '55, Mildred Mlsto vlch '55 , Marilyn H errma nn '55. Priscilla
Shlnehouse '55, Terry German '56, Hazel Oklno '56, Bar bar a Hunt '57, Spencer
Yes, Mr. Winchester and Staff has quite a job.
of-factly and "Measuring", nodding
Forman '57, Robert Ross '57, EJiza b th D olde '55, K enneth She lly '56, Ann Leger
That is all from the 1954-55 staff. We are now ready to add our . at the pole.
'58, Jean Haln ·56.
names to the list headed "We Also Served the Weekly. " We give up
As the informal interview (Mr. FEATURE STAFF - Ruth McKelv ie '57, H elen Murra y ' 58, L o r etta Marsella '58,
Shirley Boyle ·58.
.
our positions but not our memories.
Winchester signing autographs for SPORTS
STAFF - Mary Lou Singer '55, Rol a nd De dek ind '55, Theo do re Sholl '56,
fans he bribed into coming) conGood Luck, Winch!
Constance Cross '57.\ Marga rlte Struth '57, I s m a r Schorsch '57, J ack T o wnsend '57,
RObem a rie Puleo '511, R a lph Schumac her '55.
tinued, the new editor of the
CIRCULATION
STAFF - Elizabeth Ault '55, Georgia Thom as '55. Gladys Hansen '57,
Weekly set forth his plans for the
Jane Embery '67, Molly Seip '58.
May Day-'The Magic Hour' future issues he will be in charge Entered
December 19, 1902, at Collegeville, P a., a s second c1asl:! matter, under Act
of Congress of ?II a rch 3, 1879
Popalyno the toymaker has had of.
"It
seems
a
difficult
process,
inTerms: $2.00 Pel Year; Single Co pies, 10 Ce n ts
by David Garlich '55
a busy day and is putting the finUndoubtedly the present condi- ishing touches to his latest crea- volved, and rather complicated." lie Member of Intercollegiate Newspa per As soc ia tion ot the ~IiddJ e Atl a ntic States.
t ion of our national economy is tion, Daintilee, a marionette made had just returned from his first
kept aloft, to a large mea~ure, by in the image of a petite fairy prin- visU to the Weekly printer~ the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
the great American gemus for cess. It is very late and he closes Collegeville Independent.
VALLEY HOUSE HOTEL
KING OF PRU$SIA INN
advertising. No matter what you,· shop and leaves.
"But", he continued, "Ute men I
Route 73
Dinners from 6:00 to 9:00
or the smiling, friendly sort of
The clock sounds ,midnight and have to work with at the Independjoe who may be audibly or visually suddenly-Hstrange things are hap- ent seem quiet, effiCient, and easy
SKIPPACK, PA.
Open every day but Sunday
within range, may have to sell- pening." The Roman numerals be- going. They seem to go about
Route 422 in Trooper
depends only upon a market and a come alive and dance from the things in a somewhat business-like
Center Point 3259
Phone: Norristown 5-9993
good agency to put you both in clock face to form the magic hour manner."
the chips. But before you rush out of 12, and at the last stroke of
The topic turned to his newsNow selling Shellenberger's Candy
to start a second-hand bobby pin the clock, Tiffytaff, the topshop paper policy. Mr. Winchester stated
mart or a blue book discount elf, appears. She winds Daintilee, that he wants to make sure of the
CREAM PUFFS Wed. & Frl
house consider the welfare of your who finds two children asleep be- facts for all the articles and that
SUPERIOR
TUBE
CO.
"THE BAKERY"
future customers.
hind a jack-in-the-box. Calling "when in doubt don't print them."
Your advertising campaign may Tiffytaff, she awakens them and
He wants "hot" news sooner and
CollegevIDe
be a force for good but consider invites them to stay for the toy- a staff that can get the inside scoop
473 Main Street
first all the harmful ad copy that land coronation of the May Queen. and dress up their news articles.
has proceeded your venture. What
When the Queen is seated, the
"I would like a picture in each =
about the thousands of ex-apart- celebration is begun. Tiffytaff stlm- issue and an editorial if I can. If
First Choice lor
ment dwellers who are walking the mons the court jesters from their I think the cartoons are good
NEED
A
HAIRCUT
streets looking for homes so tbat jack-in-the-boxes, and Daintilee they'll be in. I want to build up a
a good variety of the
they too can buy storm windows' at brings dolls of all nations from the competitive spirit, get more interSee . . .
a ridiculous $7.77? What about the storybook to perform national est appeal. And I'm going to enBetter Brands 01
many little children who swear that dances.
force the Friday noon deadline!"
Claude, Olaude Jr. or Ernie
they have square stomach£; which
Suddenly dolls from outer space
"What are you going to do with
Merchandise.
can't be filled with anything that stage an invasion. The trusty Space the Weekly office?" Mr. Winchester
Howdy Doody sneers at by not Patrol rushes to the scene, how- was asked.
at 313 Main street
smiling on its label? What about ever, and order is restored.
"I'd like the cut room (a spotCOLLEGE CUT RATE
the alarming increase of nervous
Stuffed animals now perform in less, orderly cubicle adjacent to
5th Ave. & Main Street
people who quit tobacco in prefer- the Queen's honor and the band in- the Weekly office in which newsCLAUDE MOYER, Prop,
Paul N. Lutz, Manager
ence to filters? What about the un- struments come to life and perform. papers, cuts, mats, and plates are
told confusion caused by the one
Finally, the long awaited moment filed in gay, reckless abandon)
premium beer of Philadelphia -Daintilee places the crown upon cleaned out. I want it neater. I'd
which is b'ottled under four differ- the Queen's head. The time is al- like to get a camera for the Weekly
MEET and EAT
ent names? And finally there is most one o'clock. The Queen and and permission to use the darkroom
that ad which has sent many good her court returns to the storybook in Pfahler."
AT THE
citizens to mental institutions in and all the toys return to their
"My tentative staff is responsible
their futile attempts to figure out places. It is the end of the Magic and dependable," he continued.
COLLEGE DINER
"Because" what.
Hour.
"I've spoken to many persons juniors, sophomores,
freshmen,
First Avenue & Main Street, Collegeville
persons already on the staff, yourself (the present editor-Ed.), and
the advisors, and I'm surprised at
MONDAYthe interest in the paper. Many
Never Closed
6:30-Tau Sig, Rm. 2
persons came up to me and offered
Alpha
Sigma
Nu
The second issue of the 1954-55
Group IV, Curtain Club, their services."
Lantern came off the presses today.
But Mr. Winchester hastened to
Dress Rehearsal, T-G
There are many changes and imadd that all positions on the staff
Campus Chest, Rm. 4
provements in this issue, all based
are still open. The Board of ConNewman Club, Rm. 7
on comments on the first issue
trol does not approve his staff unGirls'
Intramural
Basketwhich came out in December.
til Wednesday afternoon.
ball, T-G. Gym.
Poetry has been reduced to a miniMr. Winchester's experience is
Band
Rehearsal
mum; there are more features, and
unbounded. He has written comps
6: 45-Phi Psi
satire and humor has been emfor Mr. Dolman and Mr. Jones. In
7:00-IRC, Lib.
phasized somewhat more than has
his freshman year in high school,
MSGA,
Lib.
been common in the past.
he wrote an articJe for the school
Apes
The deadline for contributions to
9: DO-English ClUb, Dr. McClure's magazine but it was not published.
the Commencement Issue of the
Does he know proofreader symLantern is Tuesday, April 5. The TUESDAYbols? "No".
6:30-Intramural
Night,
New
gym
Board of Editors invites all conDoes he possess a collection of
7:30-Chess Club, Sc. Lib.
tributions. Contributions can be
ready jokes? "Unfortunately no. I
8:30-Curtain
Club,
Group
IV,
placed in the Lantern box at the
don't know too many and the rest
. T-G Gym
desk in the Library. Plans for the
wouldn't pass the board of censors."
10:30-Sig
Rho,
Freeland
Commencement issue include a new
Will his new position interfere
ZX, Rec.
cover and cartoons; sketches for
with his classwork? "Yes. I won't
WEDNESDAYboth these kinds of material can be
have as much time for pinochle."
4: 30-WSG A Council
submitted in the same way.
When asked if the inflation of
6:35-YM-YWCA, Bomb.
The Board of Editors will meet
the Drachma will affect the em8: OO-Canterbury Club, Lib.
at 7:30 p.m. on April 7th to elect
broidery of fylfots on flags, Mr.
an Editor-in-Chief for the aca- 10: 3D-Beta Sig., Freeland
Winchester replied, "What was that
THURSDAYdemic year 1955-1956.
one?" It was repeated. "Do I think
8: OO-Meistersingers, Bomb.
that it will? Yes I do. I think the
10:30-Demas, Freeland
nation's in a patriotic state,"
Editorial Staff Chosen by
FRIDAYAnd girls, he's still available and
Spring Vacation begins
1956 "Ruby" Co-editors
plans to stay that way. He likes
girls he ' can talk with (Ed. Note:
Co-editors of the 1956 Ruby, Bar- PA UL McCLEARY '54 RECEIVES
Comes
in handy in a conversation).
MARINE
CORPS
COMMISSION
bara Koch and Harvey Levin, seWith that statement, the future
lected members for their editorial
Paul C. McCleary was commis- leader of America shuffled off to
staff. The positiorts are as follows: sioned as a second lieutenant in continue
decorating.
Art, Nesta Lewis and Bev Bowman; the Marine Corps at Quantico, VirSports, Ted Sholl and Ruth Heller; ginia, February 19, 1955. Lieutenant
1. You feel iu
Proof Reading and Typing, Jean McCleary was graduated from UrLIVELINESS.
Hain and Hope Coburn; Portrait sinus College in 1954. While attend- KENNETl-I B. NACE
Scheduling, Nancy Lewis and Bart ing Ursinus he majored in psy2.
You
taste its
Complete Automotive Servlr.e
Wilson; Senior Write-ups, Hazel chology and wrestled on the wrestBRIGHT GOODNESS.
Okino and Karl Billman; Clubs ling team.
5th Ave. & Main St
3. You experience
and Features, Maury Hoberman
Collegeville. Pa
and Jo Ann Myers.
PERFECT REFRESHMENT.
STRAND - Pottstown
As the dummy for the 1956 Ruby
MON.
&
TUES.must be planned before the end of
"MANY RIVERS TO CROSS"
the term, the staffs are already disLANDES MOTOR Co.
cussing tentative ideas for the Robert Taylor - Eleanor Parker
yearbook. A special Junior Class STARTING WED.-for 1 Wk. Only
FORD SALES and SERVICE
uBATTLE CRY"
meeting is scheduled tonight after
Van Hefflin, Raymond Massey
dinner to discuss important deCollegeville & Yerkes, Pa
Mona Freeman, James Witmore
tails for the Ruby.

Abstractly Speaking

Lantern Plans for
Third Issue

CALENDAR

50 million times a day

at home, at work or while at play

There's
nothing
like
a

THE SUNNYBROOK BALLROOM
Pottstown, Pa.
Featuring: SAT., MARCH 26
LEO ZOLLA
and His Orchestra

Thesis and Term Papers Typed

DELMA M. EVANS

COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL BANK

Borough Hall Bullding
Royersford, Pa.
Plione 1175-J
Hours: 9 a,m. to 5 p.m. Dally,
Saturday work by appointment.
Call for price & mailing deta1ls.

Control your cuh with a
Special Checking Account.
Protect your valuables in
a Safe Deposit Box.

lOrna UNDEI AUlHOIIIY O. tHE COCA-COLA COMPANY IY

The Philadelphia COCA-COLA Bottling Co.
C

1955. THE COCA·COLA COMPANY
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Big "Shoes" Scores
On 2nd M.A. Team
According to Athletic Publicity
Director William Friedeborn, Ralph
Schumacher, senior court star of
the Ursinus Bears, has been named
to the Mythical second team AllMiddle Atlantic Southern Division.
Younger brother Jack and Paul
Neborak, co-captains of next year's
team, were chosen on . the honorable mention team.
Ralph, three year high scorer, has
been the big scoring threat and the
man the other teams were out to
stop. Despite close guarding, he
averaged 16.1 pOints per game this
season, tallying 257 points in sixteen games. His total point-production for four years was 975, second
highest to Bob S'-'Iett, '53, who
went over the 1000 mark.
An able jump shot artist, Ralph
also mixed in a soft one-handed
push shot and was an able driver.
In this his senior year he perfected
a hook shot which he used with increasing effectiveness toward the
end of the season. He was also leading rebounder this season.
Jack and Paul are both scoring
threats. Jack is an excellent jump
shot artist with an uncanny onehander while Paul, a left-handel',
also uses the jump shot, but preferably from the corners. Paul will be
a senior next year, and Jack will
be a junior, but will be playing his
last season since he is going to
Penn under the Ursin us-Penn engineering program.
The 1st team All-Middle Atlantic
Team was as follows:
Dick Walker, Drexel; Phil D'Arrigo, Haverford; Bolo Buckley,
Drexel; Dallas Oreen, Delaware;
John Loomis, Drexel.

NEWS F;LASH!
John H. ~emp has been transferred to the Staple Sales Division
of American Viscose Corporation
effective immediately according to
an announcement by Oeorge L.
Storm, division manager.
Mr. Kemp joined Avisco in June
1953 as a technician in the Converting Relations Department. He
was previously associated with. E.
I. duPont deNemours as a dyeing
technician. He was graduated in
1947 from Ursinus College with a
chemistry degree, and in 1950 from
the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania with a master's degree in business administration.
.Dur~ng_ ~O~ld_ War II, ~r~ Kemp
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FINAL UNOFFICIAL BASI(ETBALL AVERAGES
Player
Pos.
Smith, Carl............... ......... F
Schumacher, Ralph ........ F
Schumacher, Jack ......... ... C
Harris, Oene .......... _... ....... 0
Ehlers, Art ............. ........... 0
Neborak, Paul.................... F
Smith, Phil ........... ............... F
Wilson, Bart .. ........ .............. F
Sowers, Don ....... ........... ...... F
Burger, Dave ........................ F
Taylor, Jaek ........................ C
Owens, Ron ..................... ..... C
Delaney, Bill ...................... C
Engle, Wayne .................... 0
Carter, Andy ...................... 0
Hennessey, Dick ................ 0

Non-League Games
Om 0 F-FT Pts.
6 19 23-28- 61
6 43 25-32 111
6 31 17-19 79
6 19 22-34 60
6 32
6-10 70
2 9 0-0 18
5 3 2-5
8
2 1 0-0
2

Ptlo
10.2
18.5
13.2
10.0
11.7
9.0
1.6
1.0

Om
10
10
10
10
9
9
7

League Games
G F-FT Pts. Pt lG
24 17-33 65 6.5
55 36-50 146 14.6
59 26-34 144 14.4
34 51-79 119 11.9
24 10-12 58 6.4
24 11-14 59 6.6
10 7-14 27 '3.9

How I See It

Total Games
Om G F-FT Pts. PtlG
16 43 40-61 126 7.9
16 98 61-82 257 16.1
16 90 43-53 223 13.9
16 53 73-113 179 11.2
15 56 16-22 128 8.5
11 33 11-14 77 7.0
12 13 9-19 35 2.9
2
1 0-0
2 1.0
1 0 0-0
0.0
6 3 0-3
6 1.0
6 12
6-13 30 5.0
14 12 7-9
31 2.2
2 3 0-1
6 3.0
8
3
6-9
12 1.5
5 2 3-4
7 1.4
1 1 0-0
2 2.0

•

•

by George W. Paufl' '55

THE PROBLEM OF LEADERSHIP

Many of our campus organizations are, or will be in the near future, deeply involved in the process
of choosing leaders and officers for
next year. It often happens that
an organization will choose a leader
hastily, and without too much
1 0 0-0
o .0
thought on the subject; the result
3
0-2
2
.7
3 2 0-1
4 1.3
being that their choice is a poor
6 12· 6-13 30 5.0
one and the organization suffers
6
8 4-4 20 3.3
8 4 3-5 11 1.4
greatly in prestige and ability to
6 3.0
2 , 3 0-1
function as a unit.
5 3 4-6 10 2.0
2
.7
3 0 2-3
The people who are members of
2 1 2-2
3 1 1-2
4 2.0
3 1.0
these organizations are sometimes
1 1 0-0
2 2.0
not aware of the obligations they
URSINUS ................................ 6 174 105-143453 75.5
10 249 170-260 668 66.8
16 423 275-403 1121 70.6 undertook when they became memOPPONENTS ............................
426 71.1
128980.6 bers. Most certainly, one of the
86386.3
major obligations of the members
Won 4, Lost 2
Won 1, Lost 9
Won 5, Lost 11
of any organization is that of the
Home - 2-1
Home - 1-4
Home - 3-5
careful selection of the officers of
Away - 2-1
Away - 0-5
Away - 2-6
his organization. Officers are often voted into office because they
are good fellows or because they
George Vogel Commissioned
have a number of friends in the
organization. These good fellows
From Candidate School
by Dick Brocksbank '57
Bachelor: A man who thinks be- mayor may not possess the desired
"Pididdle." Last night the ivy
The U.S. Naval School, Officer fore he acts and then doesn't act. leadership qualities necessary for a
Girdle Manufacturer: Another smoothly functioning organization.
whispered that midsemester grades Candidate at Newport, R. I., graduMany organizations often overwould soon be available. Now is the ated its 19th class of Reserve Offic- fellow who lives off the fat of the look people who are naturally quiet
time during each semester when ers March 4, at .ceremonies held at land.
but who, nevertheless, possess these
everyone realizes that no one can the U.S. Naval Station Theater.
Broadway: A place where people l~adership qualities. Many people
get along without purchasing the The Honorable Albert Pratt, Assist- spend money they haven't earned, never display their capabilities uneight dollar textbook the professor ant Secretary of the Navy for Per- to buy things they don't need, to til after they are given a certain
wrote for his course ... you know, sonnel and Reserve Forces was the impress people they don't like.
amount of responsibility. For this
the one with the collegiate red and principal speaker, and presented
Cold: The only thing that can reason many fine leaders are overblue cover. It will certainly be a the Honor Students with their stay in people's heads more than looked. It should be realized that
treat to see a textbook in a fresh- commissions. Included among the one day.
the responsibility of choosing a
man's "library". A freshman's lib- 373 graduates was George H. Vogel
College Students: When better leader rests in the hands of the
rary?-that consists of five copies of Collingswood, N. J., who received money
is made, college students followers, but the choice made is
of Mickey Spillane and the current his B.A. degree in Political Science
write
home for it.
not always a wise one.
will
periodical on weight lifting. One in 1954 from Ursinus College in ColMost organizations are run in as
A Horse: An Oatsmobile.
kid is dOing so poorly in one par- legeville, Pa. Mr. Vogel was a memA Suspicious Man: One who democratic a manner as possible
ticular course, that he's having a ber of Sigma Rho Lambda fratercounts his fingers after shaking with the majority ruling. This
heck of a time pulling it up to an nity.
should be remembered after an
'F'. Now I wonder who that could
The young Ensigns have com- hands with you.
election, for in every contest there
These
definitions
can
be
traced
be? These better "shape up".
pleted a four months indoctrinamust be a winner and a loser. A
The marks might even affect stu- tion course in such courses as: directly to Tom Kerr who stole leader is chosen by majority vote
them
directly
from
some
wierd
dents' vacations. A vacation; that's Seamanship, Operations and Tacand a majority vote is just as good
a term makihg legal what every- tics, Naval Weapons, Marine En- publication found in his room.
as a unanimous vote after the balRumor
has
it
that
this
book
was
one's been dOing all semester. Some gineering, Navigation, Uniform
lots are counted. There are always
of the guys and gillls that hadn't Code of Military Justice, and Naval printed and published in Maples. dissatisfied people but if they conhad any turkey over the Christmas Orientation. These subjects are How it came to be in Mr. Kerr's tinue to harbor their discontent afholidays will certainly get the bird similar to those given NROTC units room . . . ?
ter a majority ruling, then they
when they see their midsemester at
Colleges
and
Universities
have no place in a democratic orgrades.
throughout the country.
Underwater Demolition, and Ex- i ganization.
Statistics show that 32 percent
All of the graduates are qualified plosive Ordnance Disposal train- ==============~
of the women on the Ursinus cam- to serve as Junior Officers aboard ing.
POLLY'S SHOP
pus are pinned; 24 percent do not any of the Navy's warships or supdate; and the other 44 percent are porting commands, but many will
Opposite Ur.sinus Campus
Ya.rns - Notions - Cards
not dateable! Hi gals.
continue their Navy Training with716 Main st.
rh: ColI. 7098
COLLEGEVILLE
in the Navy's Special Training
See our selection of Birthday,
Command prior to reporting aboard
BEAUTY AND GIFT SHOP
Shower, Wedding & Baby Gifts.
served three years in the Navy. He their new duty stations. Approxi478 Main st., Collegeville, Pa.
Always gift wrapped FREE.
is married and has one child, a mately 157 have been ordered to
Navy Flight, Salvage, Submarine, Phone 6061
lona C. Schatz
Sensible prices - $1.00 up
d~~ghter.

The W his pering Ivy

JOKES

I

====~==~======================================~===

When the campus queen beside you
h I'll ~ pass ....
I
II
murmurs, "GOS,

Then turns to you and whispers,
IIWili you help me after dass?1I

M-m-man,
that's PURE

PLEASURE!

For more ,p ure pleasure ... SMOKE c:A.-JlE'S'

No other cigarette i •. so' riCh-tasting,

ye....o mild!

P.S. No other brand has ever bee ... able to match the pure pleasure in Camel's exclusive
blend of costly tobaccos - one of the reasons why Camels are America's most popular cigarette I
.

a. I. Btrnoldl Tob_ Co•• WlnICoo-Saltm••• a.
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Know Your College

New Editor Stars!
WINCHESTER SHOWS INEPTNESS
OF OLD "WEEKLY" STAFF

MONDAY, MARCH 21, 1955

(Editor's Note:- This is the sixth
in a series of articles entitled
"Know Your College". The next
article wlll deal with Pfahler Hall
of Science.)
• •
THE INFIRMARY.
by Louise White '56

This enlightening paragraph was
pulled from our newspaper morgue
by the Weekly's new editor, Dick
Winchester, who is intent on showing the laxness and irrascib1l1ty of
the old Weekly regime.
For any students interested in
the other part of the article, conCan you imagine the boys' insult one of the earlier issues of this firmary in a room on the first
year's epitome of llterary achieve- fioor of Derr and the girls' inment - the Ursinus Weekly.
firmary in what is. now the dispensary? Can you pIcture students
You are now partly acqu.ainted crowding into the present alumni
' with tile important organizations office to get an injury te~ded to on
of Ursinus. In each of the offices a cold remedied at the dIspensary?
in the college you will find people Such were the medical conditions
who are pleasant and helpful. The at U.C. when Miss Helen Moll, R.N.,
next time you pass one of these joined the staff in 1934. It was duroffices, peek in the door and give ing the war that the infirmary
a hearty smile to whomever you expanded. Two nurses were emsee. These are the people who ployed instead of one; a three-bed
work day in and day out to make room on the first fioor of Curtis
Ursinus a better college for you, became the men's infirmary while
thel student. Make it a must to the girls' was moved to a room with
know the offices and their em- two beds on the first fioor of Hobployees. They are understanding son. The Navy unit at U.C. during
individuals who have a sympa- the war took over Sprankle Ha!l,
thetic ear for ~roblems of all types. our present dispensary. Finally m
the fall of 1948, the nurses were
able to set up their present he~d-

very few cases necessitate admittance to the hospital. '
What is the most common complaint? You guessed it, upper respiratory infections (the common
cold). Injuries received in sports
follow. There are few lab injuries
and fewer received from fooling.
"The students' attitudes toward
us are generally good; however,
many object to being confined,"
Miss Moll continued. "Once they
get a taste of life in the infirmary
though, they make few complaints."
She added that the quiet atmosphere is quite conducive to studying although many dislike the novisitor law. Think about it, however. Wouldn't visitors be likely to
contact the 1llness, and don't the
patients need the rest? Everyone
seems to enjoy the infirmary meals
which are made in cooperation
with the kitchen. By the way, excuses for absence can be obtained
only from the nurses when the
student is treated at the infirmary
and the ailment is filed for future
records.
Remember, Miss Moll and Mrs.
Shushnar are here to help the student keep in shape. They cannot

I

• • •

which to study. Perhaps its best
tribute is its continuous use by
science majors.
Probably the best way of acquainting you l'ith this "king of
the campus" is to briefly examine
each science department and strive
to illuminate its high pOints.
The first department you will see
upon entering the building is that
of physics. Here with the facilities
of three laboratories available, the
students are given a fine background in this ever broadening
field. The very large lab in the
basement is a combination for engineering, mechanical drawing, and
physics. An interesting fact about
much of the electrical and optical
eqUipment for use in these labs is
that it was primarily constructed
by the department's trio of profesSOl'S and several students. Moreover,
at present Dr. Heilemann is working on a cloud chamber for his
course in atomic physics.
The one piece of equipment
which would possibly be of most attraction to you is the observatory
perched on top of Pfahler. Built
some six years ago by Mr. Marsteller, it is composed of a rotat-

:: THIS 'N THAT:: £~:ri:;eslv::be~~~~~ceityH~~d i::~~ rr~~bl~~I~~m~h~K t~~O~fir~ar~o~~ ~~g~~e~t-:l~e~i~:a~~~~~.sui~~[J~
by Loretta Marsella '55

dispensary the health at U.C. IS
adequately cared for.
On Wednesday, March 9, some"I took my training at Reading
thing 4it Ursinus chapel-goers Hospital, " Miss Moll replied to my
right in the vocal cords. Is anyone question. "My whole career has
thinking of signing up for a been centered around nursing."
course in Campus Song 3-4?
Ursinus first came to know Miss
The Curtain Club has seen a busy Moll in 1934 but had to bade her
week. The cast of "My Three good-bye in February of 1942 when
Angels" has been selected for spring she joined the Army Nurse Corps.
presentation.
Miss Moll found herself in the
The Debating Club is preparing midst of many new experiences
four debates scheduled for the centered around England, Africa,
week of March 14.
Italy, and Japan. In September of
The Campus Chest Drive is in 1947 Ursinus welcomed her back,
full swing. Delta Pi's cake sale and today Miss Moll is a common
scheduled for ~arch 11 ran. into figure on campus.
some wea~her dIfficulties. Ram or
Often seen along side of Miss
shine, Let ~ ~L strive to Support Moll on her way up to dinner is
the Drive m 5 5 . .
Mrs Verna Shushnar, R.N. Having
Records of the Messiah pres~nt- tak~n her training at the Albert
ed in December 1954 by Ursm~s Eistein Medical Center, Mrs. Shushhave now been placed.in the mUSIC nar became qualified for general
room f?r your l1~terung pleasure. duty and supervisor after attending
Certam fratermty. pledges have Albright College. After three years,
~een kept busy was.hmg cars, shin- Mrs. Shushnar reports that Ursinus
mg shoes, and reCIting th~ Gr~ek is a grand place to work because
alphabe~. Any more suggestIons or everyone is congenial.
our willmg workers?
t d
One nurse is on duty twentyThe French Club has ~;esen e four hours a day for emergencies.
"La Symphonie Pastorale to the If ou become 111 during the night
students of Fren~h. All. reports reThe nurse on duty w111 1m~
garding the mO':Ie were favorab.te cal di tely go to your dorm and
and the movie will be shown agam ~~ a
to the infirmary Routine
at 8:00 Frida~ evening. I
ti
~se~ :~: courteously asked to comPennsylvama pol1tica
~f es c I with the dispensary hours.
have been hit~ing the ~ea I nes~ ~i~ce both nurses are on duty then,
Anyone been many polltica en th t dent will receive quicker attanglement lately?
t e tf u The nurses go more than
On Thursday, March 10, some en on. y
the students'
strange looking headpieces wer~ r~lf ;,a to h~el~ot abide by th~
seen fl?ating upon the domes t~ here ored ~IP them? The dispensBeta Slg membe~s. ~vidently
e our~ an
follows'
f~aternity has umted m a coopera- a~o~:s ~~eF~fday fro~ 8:00 a.m.
tlve p r o t e s t . . .
.
y
On the FashlOn Scene. Flowers, to 4.00 p.m·from S'OO a m to Noon
c~llars, beads, buttons. ~,nd b~WS ~a~~d;:rget cail as' s~on as a~
WIll accompany the. gIl' s sp~ ng
0
:
u will save
appare1. Le.adin!f fashlOn
I?~g:z~es
:.mergen~~u~~l:~g
~~ur
time and
are featurmg P3: rma V~o e
IP- Ime ~n
stick" as the leadmg sprmg shade SUffen~j)' d PI tt M D has ofin make-up. .
'.
Dr.
war
a e'l :. t 1'00 on
C~rrent MotIon Pi~~ures lI~~I~de. fice hours ~t Sprank e aTh~rSda .
"Bndges of Toko-n and Cme- every wee~ d~y ~xcept call all ttre
rama Holiday"..
I~owever, e 00 IS on h admits
Best Plays are: "Plam and Fan-I tIme. When necessary, e
cy" and "Cat on the H~t Tin R~Of". tI:e p~tient to ~acred fHearftU;;~sRecord Raves: Lanza s recordings pltal m Norris own b or I d th:~

i,

I

of the "Student Prince".

the first sign of distress. You will
thank yourself for it.
• • •
(Editor's Note: - This is the last
in a series of articles entitled
"Know Your College".)
PFAHLER HALL OF SCIENCE

there are two telescopes; the 01'iginal one with the four inch refractor, and the new ten and a half
inch telescope. The latter one is at
Ursinus on a permanent loan basis
from the Franklin Institute. Used
in conjunction with the wedge
photometer, which measures the
by Ismar Schorsh '57
brightness of stars, this telescope
Each afternoon 'when the shades is the basis for a two hour course
of evening gather" upon the Ur- in astronomy every Monday night.
sinus campus, it seems rather fitAscending a ft.1ght of stairs (not
ting that the last vestige of the from the observatory, from the
sun's rays should fall on the pride physic's labs) you will come to the
of all the college, Pfahler Hall. biology department. Here amid five
Embodied in this large structure laboratories the pre-medical and
is the culminatio.n of lJrsinus pre-dental students of Ursinus conschol~rship, re,?utatlOn, and beauty. tinue in the footsteps of HippoHousmg the SCIence departm~nts of crates. The equipment, which Dr.
the school since 1932, when It was Wagner says compares very favoropened, Pfahler Hall has served to ably with any school of similar size,
gIve the student facilities and is the most interesting part, for it
equipment equal to a university differs rather radically with that
level.
used in either of the other sciences.
The building itself consists of
For instance, the animals are
a basement, three. fioors, and an kept in the basement ~ a room
observatory, in which one will find titled the vivarium. In thlS chamber
other than the countless classrooms you will find some twenty living
and laboratories rooms for storage, specimens of reptiles being cared
pumps, distilled water apparatus, for by Ed Dawkins Harry Hance
living and dead an1m~ls, batteries, and Don Parley. Included in the
switchboard, and library. Now one miniature menagerie are three
might consider the maintenance..of rattlesnakes, one copperhead, one
such vast facilities tremendous; water moccasin, a Mexican beaded
however, the interesting fact is that lizard, and a small South American
the entire work is handled capably alligator. Kept in cages built by
by only two janitors, Mr. Walter the boys and fed white rats, they
Bibbs and Mr. Harry Brown. appeared to be content, though this
Though it was constructed in 1931, reporter didn't attempt to prove the
Pfahler Hall is still so modern a point.
science building that several times
Back upstairs, in the safer spots
within recent years other colleges of the department, are also some
have examined it before erecting very interesting things that are
their own.
probably obscure to most of you, if
The feature of distilled water this reporter serves as a valid exserves alone as a fine example, for ample. In this category WOUld, for
in each lab, large or small, there instance, fall the fine botanical colis a stirling silver faucet of run- lection of about 5000 mounted seed
ning distilled water. The liquid is plants of which a large portion was
carried from the distillery in the given to the college by the old
third fioor throughout by pipes of Medipo-Chirurgical school in Phllablock tin. The innovation remains dalpbia around the turn of the cenone of constant admiration for all tury. Because these mounts ~o not
of Pfahler's visitors Then too there deteriorate, they become pnceless
is the science libr~ry. Located on with age. Even more so if they re103 ·t is ot I resent plants that are now extinct.
~~y ~~to~do~~f:r~~~e sP~t,\ut :lsO g~her fiowers in this collection are
a pleasant and quiet locality in a testament to the late Dean Kline,

who was an avid botanist himself.
A second feature of note is the
number of excellent mounts hanging on the walls in some of the
labs. Making the appearance of
prize catches of a big-game hunter,
they give a realistic touch to their
environment, especially in the comparative lab. Included among these
large mounts are a polar bear,
giraffe, and a hippopotamus, and
for them Ursinus has the estate of
the late Frank Foster to thank. In
addition the school also received
from Hahnemann Medical College
some excellent teaching models in
the field of embryology and anatomy a few years back. It might be
mentioned too that the biology department is very fortunate in possessing a fine mineral and bird
collection.
Now the struggle to climb to the
third floor. Having finally achieved
the destination, however, you will
find that the chemistry department
located there is well worth the
effort, for here once again the
Pfahler tradition of
topflight
equipment is in evidence. Perhaps
the outstfl.nding feature is the
availabillty of complex analytical
balances for first year chemistry
students. The use of these by each
novice chemist in about half of his
initial experlments prepares him
wonderfully for his advanced
courses.
Another item of note is the
Beardwood
Chemical
Society.
Through this organization the
chemistry majors and pre-medical
students are brought in contact
with applied and theoretical chemistry as it is used in industry, research, and medicine. ~sociated
with an intercollegiate organization, Beardwood was host last semester for its annual convention.
The society also has a reading
and reference room in which a
good number of pertinent books on
the many subjects of chemistry
have been collected over a period
of years through donations by the
alumni. Its quiet, comfortable, intellectual atmosphere lends itself
to efficient study.
The five student labs of the department are well furnished. Each
has hydrogen sulfide and distilled
water available, direct current, and
fans to remove the gases. In addition to the courses already given,
next year two new ones will be initiated under the instruction of Dr.
Staiger. They are advanced inorganic chemistry and identification of organic compounds. Besides
these five labs on the fioor there
are also three offices, each with an
adjoining lab. In them the professors do their own work for nearby
institutions and industries, and individual students labor over their
own special projects.
Before concluding, this reporter
would like to inject one word ot
caution. This description is by no
means complete. It does no justice
to the many fine features of Pfahler Hall that space has forced to
omit and little justice to those
which could be included. The purpose of this slight insight is to
cause you to see for yourself "the
pride of the campus", for only by
thoroughly knowing and understanding your school will you truly
become proud of it.

I
I
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Puritan-Isms
1. the bed

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
S.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

brunette
good-looking
let's see
again
the advantage
the olive
daily
the chain
only
the b1ll
the bench
the wood
the policeman
the curiosity
he will take
even
the coal
I paid
western
21. to take a nap
22. to stand in Une
23. thrice a week
24. that is to say
25. I've met you somewhere
Prof's comment: "We are no
longer studying Puritanism".
Seen on a classroom blackboard
in Bomberger.

SYNTHANE CORPORATION
Manufacturer. of LamilUlted Pltutic.

OAKS.PENNSYLVANiA
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Trackmen Pin· !lopes on 5 Lettermen
Dawkins, Padula Bow in AAU's, Bird Batters Finish Donnelly, Herwig, Frank, Ruth
· Is Season -Unbowed Wilson Boost Cinder Chances
Now Sharpen U p For Natlona
The Varsity Badminton team,
by Jack Townsend '57
Dick Padula and Ed Dawkins had ly believe their eyes.
their hopes of a Middle Atlantic
Ed revealed after the match that
AAU title shot to pieces last week- he was attempting a new hold
ff
which backfired. It is also quesend as they su ered defeats at the tionable in this reporters mind
hands of two highly talented whether Ed's shoulders were actuwrestlers. The matches were held ally on the mat for the required
at West . Chester State Tear.hers length of time or not.
College last Friday and Saturday.
These defeats, however, will not
Padula, previously undefeated in any way hinder the two grapand 137 pound Middle Atlantic Con- pIers' chances in the National Colference champ, was beaten in the legiate Athletic Association confirst round by Tony Meconi of West tests held next week at Cornell.
Chester, 10-6.
Don Knauf, who also entered the
Dawkins' defeat was an even tournament, was pinned in a secgreater upset, however. Wrestling and round contest Friday night by
at 130 pounds instead of his usual John Mays of the Wilmington
123 pound class, Ed was pinned in YMCA in the 147 pound class. Don
2:34 of the first period before a drew a bye in the first round.
stunned audience who could hardThe tournament team championship was captured by West Chester
with Temple second and Stevens
Trade School third. Many outstanding wrestlers were entered in the
tournament with such notables as
Art McCall, Bill Simmons, and Dick
Simmons of Temple capturing
Since the semi-finals for Intra- titles, and Ken Ober of West
mural Night boxing and wrestling Chester successfully defending his
championships were held this af- heavyweight crown against Fred
ternoon, all finalists for tomorrow Ulmer of Drexel.
night's bouts have not yet been
chosen.
A.nd The Band Played On
•••
Six Curtis Matmen in Finals
On the mats in the 123-pound
. by Jack Townsend '57
.
class Marshall, Curtis, tangles with
If any Communists were in atHobson of 724. As yet there are
no contestants for the 130-pound tendance at the AAU wrestling
division, but in the 137-pound class matches held at West Chester last
Rohm of Curtis grapples Weyn of Saturday afternoon, they would
Derr. In the ' 147-pound division have been deeply impressed by the
Bowman of Curtis meets the win- respect paid by the local officials
ner of the Jesperson (Stine) -Heyser t?wards the playing of the Na(Off-campus) semi-finals bout. In tlOnal Anthem.
It was played three times in a
the 157-pound slot Donnelly takes
on Hartman of Off-campus, while row!
As it was, the crowd got a good
the 167-pound finalistS> are yet undecided. Walker, Curtis' 177-pound- laugh at the mistake of the emer will grunt and groan with Stine's barrassed official in charge of the
Conti, while Chapis of Curtis will record machine. It seems that a.
vie with Shampinato of Freeland long playing record of the National
for heavyweight honors. The 187- Anthem was placed on the machine
by mistake and the official was too
pound class is uncontested.
astonished
and -embarrassed to lift
Only Two Boxing Bouts
the playing arm off the record.
Only two weight classes on the
When the record was finally haltboxing side of the ledger will fea- ed, Mr. Dawkins, who had come to
ture sparring bouts. Al Paolone of watch his son wrestle, made the
Curtis w1ll exchange sixteen ounce statement of the day, He bellowed,
punches with Hartman of Off- "What happened to the other two
Campus, and Fred Godshall of Off- verses?" The officials couldn't anCampus will meet Black, also of swer that one.
Off-Campus. These bouts are in the
157 and 167 pound divisions respectively.

under the supervision of Coach Jen
Price, ended the season undefeated
last Tuesday by disposing of Chestnut Hill, 3-2. This victory was the
sixth win for the Belles, and this
year is the first that the team has
even been undefeated.
The three singles players, Captain Connie Cross, Ricky Bauser,
and Ruth Heller, scored the necessary points for the victory aQ.d
remained unbeaten in their individual season's records.
First
doubles Vonnie Gros and Rene
Rawctiffe dropped a close decision
to Chestnut Hill, 15-18, 15-12, 12-15.
The Junior VarSity won its first
match by impressively defeating
Chestnut Hill's Jayvees, 4-1. The
Jayvee team included Polly Taylor,
first singles; Phyl Stadler, second
singles; Faith Helmlel third singles;
Dot McKnight and Jane Dunn, first
doubles; and Janet Stewart and
Betsy Ault, second doubles.

Curtis Sends 6 Matmen
To Intramural Finals

NORRIS

Washing -

Norristown
WED., THURS., FRI. & SAT.
Mat. and Night
"FAR COUNTRY"
James Stewart
in Technicolor

Lubrication

Walt Brown's
ESSO SERVICENTER
MaIn St., Trappe
Phone CoIl. 2331
Batteries
Tires

GRAND

Atlantic Gas & Oils - Lubrication
Firestone Tires and Batteries
Minor Repairs

Kirk's ATLANTIC Service
460 Main st. ph. 2371 Collegeville

I

Norristown
FRIDAY Nite
and SAT., MAT. & Nite
- 2 First Run Features "BATTLE TAXI" and
"TWIST OF FATE"

WHITEY'S WIT.
by Bill Wright '55

SPRING SPORTS SCHEDULE
Wednesday, Aprll 13Baseball-Albright ................ away
Saturday, April 16Baseball-Johns Hopkins .... home
Track-Haverford ................ home
Wednesday, April 20Baseball-Graterford S.P ... away
Thursday, April 21.. Baseball- F. & M ................. away
Saturday, April 23Baseball-Elizabethtown .... home
Track-P.M.C . ............. ...... ..... away
Tennis-Elizabethtown ........ away
'Tuesday, April 26Baseball-Drew U................. home
Track-F. & M. .. .................. away
Wednes.day, April 27Tenms-Swarthmore .......... home
Thursday, April, 28Baseball-Haverford .......... away
Friday, April 29Track-Penn Relays ............ Phila.
Saturday, April 30Baseball-Dickinson ............ away
Track-Penn Relays ............ Phila.
Tennis-Haverford .............. home
Monday, May 2Baseball-Delaware .............. home
Tuesday, May 3Tennis-Pa. optometry ...... home
Wednesday, May 4Baseball-Swarthmore ........ away
Track-Drexel & S'more .... home
Friday, May 6Tennis-Hill School, JV .... away
Saturday, May 7Baseball-Drexel .................... away
Track-Albr't & B'nell .. Bucknell
Tennis-Albright .................... away
Monday, May 9Baseball-Haverford ............ home
Wednesday, May 11Tennis-Drexel ...................... away
Thursday, May 12Baseball-P. M. C................. home
Friday, May 13Track-Mid. Atlantics .. Lafayette
Saturday, May 14Ba&eball-Phila. Pharmacy away
Track-Mid. Atlantics .. Lafayette
Tennis-La Salle .................... away
Tuesday, May 17Track-Muhlenberg ............ home
Tennis-Delaware ................ home
Wednesday, M8,8 18Baseball-LaSalle ................ home
Saturday, May 21Baseball-Moravian ............ home
Track-Lehigh ...................... away
Tennis-Moravian ................ home
Tuesday, May 24Baseball-Lehigh .................. away

I

LIN and EL'S
LUNCI-IEONETTE
• Zeps
• French Fries
• Hamburgers - Co:ffee
• Hot Dogs • Soft Drinks

• Milk Shakes • Ice Cream

by Dick Bowman '55
Severly hampered by the loss of Donnelly, who runs the hurdles,
burdler-captain
Dick
Eshbach and Karl Herwig and Al Frank,
through graduation and jack-of- middle distance and dashman reall trades Ben Settles, the Ursinus spectively, the squad will also be
trackmen are pinning their current bolstered in the weights by emseason hopes on fi ve returning blem-winner Skip Ruth. Marathonlettermen and a host of inexperi- men Lee Lawhead and Bart Wilson
will be called on for the mile and
enced but willing contenders.
two mile jaunts.
Donnelly Captain
Helping Ruth in the weights will
Led by legman captain Harry
be Bob Grenitz and Jerry Nunn,
both veterans. Nunn, however, may
be unable to reach top form due
to a football shoulder injury which
he aggravated on the mats. Dave
Dickson is also expected to lend a
When Ed Dawkins, Dick Padula hand in this department.
Herwig Key Threat
and Coach Wieneke travel to Ithaca, New York, this week-end for
Perhaps the leading contender
the National Collegiate Wrestling for consistent first place honors
Championships, they will do so with will be sophomore Herwig, who was
the blessings of Mr. E. M. Bailey, a consistent winner or runner-up
Director of Athletics.
last year. The spindle-shanked
It is not generally known, but speedmerchant from Johnville, Pa.,
the limited budget of the athletic also set a meet record last season.
department makes no provision for If he rounds into last campaign's
expenditures over and beyond form he should have another great
regularly scheduled contests. How- year.
ever, following an established policy
of rewarding and fostering athletes who show outstanding ability,
Mr. Bailey has determined that the
athletic department will cover all
necessary expenditures incurred by
the above Ursinus representatives
The Girls' Varsity Basketball
ir. this three day venture.
team added another victory to the
Equally important to Dawkins win
column by defeating West
and Padula, however, is the certain Chester 70-58 Wednesday. Ursinus,
knowledge that the entite Faculty, leading by a slim 38-33 margin at
Administration and student body halftime, romped to a 58-46 lead
of Ursinus is in back of them all in the third quarter. The three
the way.
Belles shooters, Vonnie Gras, capIt is hoped that since this tournatain Jo Kuhn, and Ruth Heller,
ment falls at the beginning of the tallied 34, 24 and 10 points respecSpring vacation period that pos- tively.
sibly some of the Ursinus students
The Jayvee Belles captured their
will find their way to Cornell University and personally root-on our eighth straight win by defeating
West Chester's Jayvees,
45-37.
two champions.
Polly Taylor scored 26 pOints and
Phyl Stadler scored 18.
The Belles played their last game
this afternoon against Albright.

College Backs
Padula, Dawkins

Belles Romp Again;
W.C. Victim by 70-58

QUl·nn Named '55 Net
Mentor at_Ursinus
__

Mr. Everett M. Bailey, Director of
Athletics at Ursinus College, recently announced the appointment of Mr. Sidney Quinn, of 255
Park Avenue, Collegeville, as Coach
of Tennis for the 1955 season.
Mr. Quinn replaces Dr. Eugene
H. Miller, who is on a one year's
leave of absence to assume temporary teaching duties in Tokio,
Japan.
A graduate of Kutztown state
Teachers College in '42, Mr. Quinn
was captain of the varsity tennis
squad for two years. In addition,
Mr. Quinn played tennis at Allentown High, when they held the city
championship, instructed at boys
camp and played on the Museum
Art School team and the Cynwyd
team.

TENNIS CLINIC
Norman Bramall, Coach at
Haverford and instructor at
Cynwyd, will hold a clinic and
show movies on Tennis technique. He will be at the courts
at 2:00 p.m., Tilesday, Mardi 22.
In case of bad weather the above
will be held in the gym. Please
try to attend.

HAL SINGLEY'S
CAMPUS COMBO
"M usic styled lor dancing"
Parties

-

P.roms

-

=====::!!:=====~==

COLLEGVILLE INN DINING ROOM

FLOWERS for Any Aftair

Featuring Luncheons & . Dinners
Open
every day including Sunday.
Phoenixville, Pa.
No
party
too small or too large.
BILL "WHITEY" WRIGHT-Agent
Phone:
CoIl. 9071
Curtis Hall, 302

PENNYPACKER • SON

EXPERT SHOE REPAIR SERVICE BELTS - NECK ACCESSORIES
HEAD SCARFS HANKIES
Lots of mileage left In your old
shoes-have them repaired at

LEN'S SHOE REPAIR SHOP

Diana's Fem & Tot Shoppe

(Opposite American Store)
MaIn Street
CoUegevllle
Also a line of NEW SHOES

347 1{ain Street
Collegeville, Pa.

.. FOR ..

A. W. Z I M MER MAN

Fun and Good Entertainment
.. GET ..

The Bill Tnll Trio
Vocals, Routines, Entertainment

Jeweler
339 Main st., Collegevllle ph. 5171
Jewelry - Gifts - China
Glassware
Watch, Clock, Jewelry RepaIrS

Orders to Take Out.

FRANI{ JONES
The Complete
SPORTING GOODS STORE
Tailor Made Jacket.
01 all kinds.
228 W. MAIN STREET
NORRISTOWN, PA.

Dances

SUPPLY

STORE

-e-

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALCARDIGAN SWEAT SHIRTS

$2.98
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Mr. Charles Walker
(Continued
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from page 1)

war was impossible because of the
imperfectness of man. For many
persons the pendlum of philosophy
had swung from man's optimism
and faith about man to a pessimistic attitude that nothing can be
done on account of his selfish and
egotistical nature. Politically, this
philosophy is shown in ideology of
Communism which pictures man
as incapable of judgment and born
to be manipulated.
Mr. Walker then attempted to
show that this pessimism is illfounded. He talked of war as a social invention which was first devised several thousand years ago
and has been present for a mere
one-sixteenth of the history of
mankind: That man is not naturally warllke can be seen by the fact
that early civilization and today's
primitive groups have no record of
real war which he defined as a
clash between armed groups. He
further tried to prove his point by
giving a few statistics: During
World War Two, it was discovered
that one out of every five soldiers
would not shoot; and during the
Korean war 50 percent of the
soldiers would not shoot. Mr. Walker said that war is contrary to human nature, and the army must
use force and propaganda to instill
in men the urge to fight against
other men.
The speaker then stated that if
man can change enough to reach
beyond his own self-interest, he
can prevent war which is simply an
unnatural barbarous method of
settling controversies rather than
a civilized method like negotiation.
Mr. Walker said that the pacifist
way is that of non-resistance: This
method depends upon man's faith
and love. Only the willingness to
secure peace will let man find it. In
his search, man's faith will defend
him; he will not have to defend his
faith. This policy of non-resistance
was successful in India, South
Africa, and East Germany where
it was used to turn back Communism: In the face of non-resistance
and faith the Communists are at a
complete loss, for they know only
what to do in the face of violence.
A discussion among Mr. Walker
and the group followed. In response
to a question, Mr. Walker stated
that pacifism is the only way of
dealing with dictatorship and war.
Continued threats from the outside
will only serve to further entrench
a regime, like the Kremlin's: A dictatorship needs enemies to enable
it to stand.
In answer to a question of why
war started, he replied that it first
was found at the time of the rise
of agriculture. The first disputes
were between settled agriculturists
and nomadic shepherds. Mr. Walker said that there is always some
confiict during change but that this
conflict can easily take another
form such as law or negotiation
rather than violence. Although human nature makes war pOSSible, it
does not make it inevitable.
He then tried to establish the
point that disarmament attempts
have failed so far because no one
has ever really tried. The so-called
limited disarmament has been
merely a barter system in which
each nation tries to cut down on
armaments but still maintain
enough to have an advantage over
other countries. A nation has to
be either in war or out of it; there
can be no median point.
The fact was brought up that
the Bible has records of war in its
earliest books and it further states
that war will be perennial. Mr.
Walker said even the earliest fighting mentioned was in fairly recent
times. In addition, the Bible doesn't
say specifically there will always be
war. There are four answers in the
Bible, he said, as to what a man
can do when someone invades his
rights: He can seek vengeance in
which he wants more compensation
than the crime was worth; he can
follow the policy of "an eye for an
eye, a tooth for a tooth"; he can
forgive and be merciful to his aggressor; or he can substitute good
for evil. These four answers represent an evolution in philosophy for
they substitute gradually the policy
of vengeance for a policy of pacifism. War is incompatible with
Christianity which teaches that the
evil . in man must be overcome by
the good which is created from
love and faith.

We make your Campus Jackets
I cents per - couPle -~nd fifty cents
stag with free refreshments being
Order Now-Group Discounts
talk with facts of history. The held Friday, March 18, in the Ur- served. Despit~ the nominal donaBay Psalm Book ( 736 ), a hym- sinus College gymnasium, to theJ ~ion for e.n~ertamment by o.utstand- REICH MANS SPORTING GOODS
nal, was the second book published Chest Drive.
mg mUSICIans and free refresh526-28 DeKalb st.
in the United States. Boston claims
Music was provided by Ron Rein- ments for all, there was very poor
Norristown, Pa.
to have had the first secular con- hardt. Hal Singley. Don Ferreri, and campus representation. Approx~NO-5-0500
cert in 1631. Here in Pennsylvania Jim Brosious, all of whom are mem- I mat~ly fifty cou~les attended thIS
the Pietists, the Schwenkfelders, bers of Beta SIgma Lambda frat- charltable functlOn. DespIte the
Dresses
the Moravians and those of the ernity. Brothers John Guarnieri : poor support fo~ such a worthy
Suits
Nylons
Ephrata Cloisters contributed to and Hal Singley were very out- ', cause .and the tlIDe and work that
Swea.ters
the development of American mU- 1sta nding with their intermission went mto promoting the . dance,
Blouses
sic. At Charleston, South CarOline, entertainment. Donations for the the brothers of Beta Sig sald that
THE SARA. LEE SHOP
the first opera in America was per- charitable affair were seventy-five I they were pleased to do something
formed. Also at Charleston was
to help those who need help.
554 MaIn street, Trappe
forQ'led the musical society known I
The Campus Chest total, includas the Society of Cecilia. The first German script writing. Her books ing the $43.51 proceeds from the
THE INDEPENDENT
Ame~ican performance of Handel's and manusc~ipts are noV:' on diS- I Beta Sigma Lambda dance, now
MessIah took place in New York I p.lay in the llbrary and wlll be un- amounts to $463.51. This is not
"PRINTING NEEDS FOR
City in 1780. One of the first per- tll April.
even one-half of the $1,400 goal.
ALL OCCASIONS"
formances of "The Hallelujah
"Progressive Jazz" w1ll be dls- What have you done to help reach
Chorus" from The Messiah occurred cusse~ by Mr. Willia.m Da.vies, ~f the goal?
I
CollegevUle
in the Old First Evangelical and GlensIde, at the MUSlC Semmar thls
.
Reformed Church in Philadelphia, coming Wednesday evening at 8:00
the church where the Rev. J. H. A. o'cl~ck i~ Bomberger Chapel. Mr.
~r
COZY AND COMFORTABLE
Bomberger, D.D., the founder of DaVIes WIll demonstrate his talk
I
I
ENJOY THE FINE CUISINE
Ursinus College, later served as pas'" with the piano and records.
~ \
tor; Dr. Bomberger was Miss
"Modern Music" will be the tpeme
(
IN THE
Spangler's grandfather.
for the third Music Seminar which
"Throughout her talk Miss Spang- will be held on Wednesday evenleI' illustrated her message with ing, April 6, at 8 :30 o'clock in Bomrecords. She played the following berger Chapel. Madame Nathalie
"T
records: "Doxology"; John Antes' Boshko, a violinist from New York
"Go, Congregation, Go"; Frances- City, w.i1~ be the guest musician.
chini's "Trio in B-Flat" (for two In addItIon to Madame Boshko,
violins and one cello). Alexander three composers will be featured on
Reinagle's "Sonata for Harpsi- the program-Theodore F. Fitch,
LUNCHEON & DINNER
chord"; Francis Hopkinson's "My Lorraine Noe~ Finley, and Mr.
SERVED DAILY aQd SUNDAY
Days Have Been So Wondrous Roosevelt. The first two are comPholle; LiQfield 2933 or 3795
Free"; and William Billings' "The monly known as "Mr. and Mrs.
Rose of Sharon".
Composer", and the last musician
In addition to the records Miss is Madame Bosko's accompanist.
Spangler played, she had a large
display of books concerning music
NORRIS LAUNDRY
and music manuscripts. Included in
SPEED-E-CLEANERS
her display were OUl' American
Music (1930), Collection (1807) and
Norristown, Pa.
The American Harmony (1793).
Exclusive Campus Agent
The last one is a manuscript done
Andre Blanzaco, Curtis 104
by hand with the words done in

I

Debators Split
(Contlnue4 from pace 1)

Following the vacation, several
debates are scheduled with Temple,
Villanova, and Lafayette. They are
home debates; so the student body
has the opportunity of hearing debates on American diplomacy toward Red China,

Progressive Jazz

Beta Sig

(ConlinueO trom page 1)

<ContInuer! from page 1)
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TERRACE ROOM

LAliESIDE INN
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CAMPUS "STAND-OUTS"

Dig those

*

*

*

Man Most Likely T o -

l&M'SI-America's best filter cigarette.
What a filter-that pure white Miracle Tip really filters. And you
get all the taste! Campus after campus agrees-"LB.M stands out
from all the rest!"

